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Mark 16: 1-8 Rev. Mark Dunn
Romans 7: 13-20

THE CROSS PULL

April 3, 1988, 7:30 a.m.

Most of us have a tug of war between the mind and heart. C.
R. Angel calls this tension a "cross pull."

Last September we packed my son's clothes, a small
refrigerator, and pictures into a borrowed van and
drove to Eau Claire, WI. Upon arriving, we unpacked
his stuff and made 5 to 10 necessary trips to his dorm
room. With everthing unpacked and delivered safely to
his little room, Mark Jr. took us on a tour of the Eau
Claire campus.

I asked him to do this in an effort to stall the
goodbyes that would come later. But, we couldn't put
those goodbyes off forever. So, we tearfully hugged
and said goodby. As we drove away, Mark Jr. walked
across the campus to his new home and away from the
home that had nurtured him for 18 years.

I don't know what was going on with Mark Jr., but I know what I
was experiencing - a cross pull. My heart said to go back and
pick up our son and take him home. But my mind said "no", keep
driving. You need to give your son a chance to develop and grow
independently. One theologian observed that when underdeveloped
countries depend on stronger countries, they remain undeveloped.
So would he remain if I pressured him into returning.

On the day of resurrection the two Mary's also experienced a
cross pull. Sunday they went to annoint Jesus, but instead found
a messenger. They were instructed to tell "the disciples and
Peter that Jesus was risen and would meet them in Galilee." But
they became afraid and said nothing about the experience.
Standing in the midst of the most significant event in history
they were experiencing a cross pull.

Cross pulls can strike anytime in our everyday lives. And
depending on the choice we make, resurrection is either made
possible or eliminated. There are three times when that tension
to choose strikes.

I. RESURRECTION: CHOOSING RIGHT INSTEAD OF WRONG
The first cross pull is simple and very obvious, the tug of

war between right and wrong. The theological word for this
tension is. temptation. It hounds us from childhood to the end of
life, the temptation to choose evil instead of that which leads to
a new life. St. Paul knew about this tension between right and
wrong.

I do not understand; for I am not practicing what I
would like to do, but I am doing the very thin I hate.
(7:15)

Jung said that underneath our likeable surface is the "shadow."
We fear that our "dark" side will be revealed, (p.75)








